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It is predicted that there will be 25 billion IoT devices by 20211, and 127 new IoT devices connect to 

the internet every second2. In 2020, they’ll generate 600 ZB of data annually3. The IoT era has just 

begun and is set to change both the world and the economy in more ways than one. This means 

that IoT solutions are becoming more complex to manage, making Return on Investment (ROI) 

more challenging and, with larger IoT landscapes operating outside the corporate network,  

opening up new security risks.

You can continuously generate business value from an uninterrupted flow of IoT data in a secure, scalable,  

and managed way through Codex Managed IoT Services from Atos, a modular, end-to-end solution to address 

the complexity of managing IoT at scale.

The Atos portfolio of Codex Managed IoT services integrates Pulse IoT Center software from VMware, ensuring 

that you have a complete set of automated processes and tools for infrastructure and device management,  

with support services, metering, and billing. This comes wrapped in a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for  

your IoT capabilities across the IoT value chain.

Atos & VMware: managing Edge & IoT at scale 
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3. Atos whitepaper Managing the enterprise IoT landscape: 5 common challenges



Overcoming fragmented data silos

Your IoT environment will consist of multiple data streams. You may get data from your own 

devices as well as partner feeds and environmental sensors. The connectivity between various 

sources of data will involve several platforms. This combination of different projects, networks, 

devices, siloed applications, and infrastructure generates pockets of data across the organization 

and the globe. This data is failing to deliver its full potential to the business or end-users. 

By combining Atos's agile processes, innovative tooling, and high levels of automation, our solution delivers  

end-to-end service integration that brings these fragmented data sets together with seamless and secure control. 

Data collection and orchestration are streamlined across any device, any application, and any cloud, allowing  

you to optimize business value. 

4. https://www.vmware.com/radius/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/VMW_Infographic_FNL.jpg
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Simplifying complexity at scale
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The mammoth volume of data created by applications, environments, and devices constitutes  

a major challenge. For example, Atos recently deployed close to a million devices with sensors  

to a retailer's locations around the world. 

VMware Pulse IoT Center helps establish a vendor-neutral, scalable, management control plane for all IoT use 

cases and all IoT devices. Our joint solution delivers sustainable lifecycle management across your organization, 

with our global delivery centers providing scalability and industrialization. Together, we deliver a secure, enterprise-

grade IoT device management and monitoring solution that bridges the gap between Information Technology (IT) 

and Operational Technology (OT).

5. https://www.vmware.com/radius/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/VMW_Infographic_FNL.jpg

Managing liquid stock across thousands of 
fuel stations: 

The operations of a large oil company were 
automated with Codex Managed IoT Services 
and Codex Analytics Solutions, leveraging 
digital technology to increase the operational 
efficiency in the management of liquid stock 
across thousands of fuel stations. Over 5,000 
outlets are now connected in India, providing 
real-time visibility on operations and fuel stock, 
integrating with inventory sales and price 
management. As a result, fuel loss has been 
reduced by 36% and operational revenue loss 
has been brought down to 0.



Maintaining data security & compliance
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Some of the biggest concerns of IoT are security and privacy considerations around the sheer 

volume of data being produced. Safety of the data, preventing potential cyber-attacks, data 

privacy, and ownership considerations across boundaries all pose a major challenge. 

Our IoT Cyber Security services deliver a consistent management and monitoring framework that scales to 

millions of devices. With the device management capabilities provided by Pulse IoT Center, firmware updates and 

security patches are implemented with fine-grained control, delivered securely, and verified to ensure that they 

have been installed correctly. Our IT security standards extend to the Edge6 and IoT infrastructures to ensure 

optimal protection of systems and devices. We also manage and monitor secure bi-directional connectivity, 

messaging, and data transport from things to edge, edge to cloud, and things to cloud.

OVER

6.  International Data Corporation (IDC) defines IoT Edge Computing as a mesh network of 
micro data centers that process or store critical data locally and push all received data to a 
central data center or cloud storage repository, in a footprint of less than 100 square feet.

7. https://www.vmware.com/radius/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/VMW_Infographic_FNL.jpg



$4.6
Smart cities are projected to save

trillion
globally
with IoT  8

Determining how exactly IoT will deliver 

financial return can often be a big stumbling 

block. Delivering IoT at scale requires heavy 

investments up front, so business value needs 

to be proven quickly.

Our modular service catalog supports the full IoT value 

chain, from connecting things to running business apps, 

providing support for multiple IoT platforms and use 

cases. We make it simple to get started with secure, 

standardized device registration, identification, and 

onboarding and enable enterprises to scale rapidly, 

ensuring a faster track to ROI.

Supporting you on
your IoT journey

Delivering Return on Investment (ROI)

8. https://www.vmware.com/radius/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/VMW_Infographic_FNL.jpg

Manage hundreds of thousands of gateways by 2025
For a large multi-national manufacturing organization, we secure and manage 
IoT devices from a variety of vendors across multiple lines of business in  
numerous locations. 

VMware Pulse IoT Center eliminates proprietary management silos for different 
devices and provides secure minimal touch on-boarding of devices, device health 
monitoring, and highly scalable and configurable device updating capabilities.



From Proof of Concept (PoC) to full production environment, 

Atos and VMware can enable you to continuously  

generate value with IoT data. 

Our services for your success include:

Supporting you on 
your IoT journey

Technical advisory services

Solution engineering

Partner management

Project and transformative 
technology services



Why Atos & VMware?

Atos brings expertise and infrastructure to manage, analyze, and generate value 
from data at scale, including the powerful BullSequana Edge server. VMware 

has over 20+ years’ experience in managing infrastructure and collecting data.

Atos has been recognized as a Global Leader in IoT services  
by Forrester9 (Dec 2018) and Everest Group10 (2019), while VMware 

has been featured in CRN 2019 Software-Defined  
Data Center 50: Hot SDDC Vendors to Watch11.

9. https://atos.net/en/2018/press-release_2018_12_13/atos-recognized-leader-global-iot-services
10. https://engage.atos.net/everest-iot-services 
11. https://www.crn.com/slide-shows/data-center/2019-software-defined-data-center-50-hot-sddc-vendors-to-watch

The combination of these capabilities allows Atos and 
VMware to create a world class alliance that delivers and 

manages end-to-end IoT capabilities at scale for you. 

Managing Edge and IoT at scale.

To know more, contact us at  
dialogue@atos.net or iot@vmware.com
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